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Language: English . Brand New Book. High school begins, and it seems to Beatrice Bunson that
nothing is the same, not even her best friend, Nan. The new Nan doesn t hang out with Bea after
school; instead she s running for Student Council and going to parties and avoiding Bea at
lunchtime. The boys who were gross in middle school have become surprisingly polite, while the
cool kids are still a mystery. Bea s older sister, meanwhile, acts like she s living in a soap opera.On
the bright side, there s English class with Mr. Martin, where Beatrice discovers that Shakespeare
has something to say about almost everythingand that nothing in life is as dramatic as Romeo and
Juliet. But when Nan gets in over her head in her new social life, it s up to Beatrice to restore her
reputationand she may need to make a few new friends to pull it off. One of them, the slightly
brainy guy that Beatrice meets at her grandmother s retirement home, is definitely kind of cute,
and probably dateable. (Fortunately, nothing is the same in...
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ReviewsReviews

This created publication is wonderful. it absolutely was writtern extremely completely and beneficial. I discovered this publication from my dad and i
encouraged this publication to discover.
-- Kristina Kshlerin DDS-- Kristina Kshlerin DDS

This book might be well worth a study, and much better than other. Indeed, it can be perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I realized
this publication from my i and dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Dejuan Rippin-- Dejuan Rippin
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